
  

This man sits in his 
kitchen and makes stuff up
so he can make $5000 on FB advertising

“Fake News”



  

This man sits in the White House 
and shapes American public opinion
so he can control the world’s most 
powerful democracy

Propaganda & Disinformation



  



  



  



  

Still no 
center-right

Overall election by tweets1.25 Million stories
18 months before the 
election
By tweets; FB shares;
Media-links, etc.



  

Overall, by FB shares



  

Still no 
center-right

New!  Fox News 1996.  
Everything else ~2007 and since.



  

Still no 
center-right

New sites also typify partisan left



  

Still no 
center-right

The Traditional Professional Press Continues to Hold Attention and Authority  
Left pays more attention to traditional media.

No meaningful
center-right press



  



  



  



  

Smaller population; higher education on average; “infulencers”?



  
FB seems to lean weirder; but not an overwhelming effect
New Yorker?  Infowars?



  



  

February 2016,
by twitter share



  



  

October 2016 by simple tweets Twitter set.



  

October 2016 
FB Shares



  



  



  

Enmeshed in a network of sites all retelling different versions of the same story;
- Reinforcement through repetition; 
- Cross-referencing in multiple sites; 
- Fluency in shared narratives 

=>increase credibility, improve retention & confidence

Network propaganda, not fake news



  



  



  

The Breitbart-centered network successfully set the agenda of mainstream media 

Clinton scandals, particularly email, dominate mainstream coverage
Trump substantive topics, particularly immigration, come through, even in critical stories



  



  

Proportion of sentences dedicated to immigration



  

Most Tweeted / FB 
shared Right-Wing 
Media stories on 
Immigration



  

Sentences in media throughout the election on various candidate-
related scandals



  

Sentences in media throughout the election on various candidate-
related scandals

Mid August spike in Clinton Foundation related stories
Running interference on the Khan Gold Star Family 
debate



  

Clinton Foundation Related 
Stories, 
by web linking

Clinton Foundation Related 
Stories, 
by FB sharing



  

Clinton Foundation Related 
Stories, shared on twitter
by story count

Clinton Foundation Related 
Stories, shared on twitter
by FB share



  

10th paragraph:
“Whether the donations played any role in the approval of the uranium deal is unknown. But the episode underscores the 
special ethical challenges presented by the Clinton Foundation, headed by a former president who relied heavily on foreign 
cash to accumulate $250 million in assets even as his wife helped steer American foreign policy as secretary of state, presiding 
over decisions with the potential to benefit the foundation’s donors.”  

Third-most linked-to NYT story on the open web referring to Clinton



  

“Exclusive”
Pre-publication
Scoop to times 
In April 2015



  

Co-Founder

Funding



  

“Editor-at-large”

Co-Founder

Funding

Co-Founder Executive chair
$191K

$61K



  

“Editor-at-large”

Co-Founder

Funding

Co-Founder Executive chair

Robert Mercer & 
Rebekah Mercer

Funding

Promoted in Trump
campaignLargest political 

donor in 2016 cycle;
Cruz then Trump

“Exclusive”
Pre-publication
Scoop to times 
In April 2015



  



  



  



  

IRS letter
copy Uranium

One 
story



  



  



  

August 7, 9

Suing Clinton
Since 1994
Funding:
Mellon Scaife



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

“Clinton Foundation Media mentions 8/24/16. Network Affiliates



  

“Fake News” questions
How can Facebook and Google change
their advertising algorithms to deter people
trying to make a buck? 
How do we create a  FB flag for users to 
warn of fake news?



  

Disinformation & Propaganda questions

How do we maintain democracy in the 
presence intentional efforts to deny 
* the validity of  basic methods of defining   
the range of reasonable disagreement 
* trust in the professions:
journalists, scientists, and judges?
=> How do we rebuild shared knowledge when
the recognition of fallibilism is distorted into 
nihilistic tribal knowledge authority structures?

How can we hold governments accountable 
when shared modes of asserting facts are lost?

Professional journalists still maintain 
substantial attention.
The Fourth Estate has a newly-critical role,
but must adapt to operating in a 
disinformation-rich environment typified by
close collaboration between a sitting 
president and a mobilized propaganda
network bent on destabilizing the possibility
of shared norms of truth-telling and 
validation

How do activists and organizations
develop a capability to identify and counter
disinformation campaigns? 



  

Rob Faris
Bruce EtlingHal Roberts

Nikki Bourassa
Ethan Zuckerman

Jonas Kaiser

Yochai Benkler

Election study funded by the Open Societies Foundations US Programs
Media Cloud, funded by Gates Foundation; RWJF; Ford; OSF, & is a joint project of the 
Berkman Klein Center for Internet & Society at Harvard and Center for Civic Media at MIT 
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